
STIPENDIARY STEWARDS REPORT 

 
 
 

MEETING DETAILS: 

Club: Kaikoura Trotting Club Inc at South Bay Racecourse Date: Monday, 3 November 2014 

Weather: Fine 

Track: Fast 
Rail: Not applicable 

Stewards: N Ydgren (Chairman), R Quirk, N McIntyre 

Typist: C McMullan 

 
 

General: 

Pre-race blood testing was conducted on selected runners. 
 
 

Supplementary: 
 
 

 
 

SUMMARY: 

Swabbing: PRINCESS GALLEON, SCOTLYNN MACH, CARRICKMANNON, CHERRY LINDENNY, PATRICK BEE, 
SHEEMON, ARDEN ROONEY, ALL STAR MAN, DANA DUKE, FRANCO HARRISON 

Protests: Race     7 MASTER LAVROS (4th Placing) 
[Rule 870(3)] - Broke in excess of 50 metres in the final 200 metres. Not contested. 
Disqualified. 

 Race     7 UNCAS (5th Placing) 
Broke in excess of 50 metres in final 200 metres. Not contested. Disqualified. 

Suspensions:               Nil 

Fines: Race     4 D White (DONNY JONES) 
[Rule 869(2)(a)]  - Excessive use of the whip. Fined $200.00. 

 Race     9 T Williams (METICULOUS) 
[Rule 869(3)(b)]  - Allowed runner to strike a sulky wheel. Fined $275.00. 

Warnings:               Nil 

Bleeders:               Nil 

Horse Actions: Race     6 PATRICK BEE - Veterinary Clearance Required 

Medical Certificates:               Nil 

Driver Changes:               Nil 

Late Scratchings: Race     1 COLONEL KLINK - at 9.50am due to a leg injury. 

Scratching Penalties: Ineligible from 04/11/2014 until 07/11/2014 inclusive (4 days): 
CUT LOOSE, DOCTOR BONES, DATA BASE 

  

Ineligible from 04/11/2014 until 13/11/2014 inclusive (10 days): 
COLONEL KLINK, CONTELLA, DOVER DELIGHT 

  

Exceptional Circumstances: 
MONUMENTAL, STYX MONKEY 

 
 

RACE COMMENTS: 

Race 1 THE JOINERS SHOP & RAY HONEYBONE MEMORIAL TROT 

SONEY BEATT was slow to begin. 
DIANA HARBOUR broke shortly after the start. 



LOCH FORWARD and MISTRESS CASTLETON broke racing into the first bend, with the following SONEY BEATT breaking as a 
result of having to shift ground to avoid these runners. 
GAEL LUDLOW over raced in the middle stages. 
MISTRESS CASTLETON tired from the 600 metres. 
BROOKSIDE COLT broke leaving the 180 metres inconveniencing DIANA HARBOUR. 
When questioned with regard to the breaking of this runner P Nairn explained the gelding had been inclined to hang in under 
pressure and had become unbalanced. 
HENLEY PARK raced roughly over the final stages. 
 

Race 2 KAIKOURA WASTE SERVICES PACE 

BETTOR PAY ME broke at the start. 
THE ROYAL GARDEN and CLASSICAL ART were slow to begin and settled near the back of the field in consequence. 
BETTOR PAY ME hung inwards throughout the run home with driver D Dunn unable to shift his position outwards in order to 
improve. 
EXCEPTIONAL MAN raced roughly on occasions throughout the race. 
 

Race 3 NEW ZEALAND TROTTING HALL OF FAME MOBILE PACE 

SCOTLYNN MACH cast the near front shoe during the preliminary and only raced with the right front shoe in place. 
BETABCOOL hung inwards over the early stages and broke briefly in consequence. 
MIGHTY FLYING MAJOR shifted outwards abruptly with about 100 metres remaining inconveniencing ALTA RONALDO who 
had to be steadied briefly by driver N Rasmussen. 
 

Race 4 KAIKOURA BUILDING CENTRE ITM PACE 

HUNTER BROMAC broke at the start. 
FOUR STARZZZ SHIRAZ and DONNY JONES began awkwardly. 
CARRICKMANNON shifted inwards at the start and crowded SHADOWMAN which broke soon after and lost considerable 
ground. 
Racing towards the 1200 metres D Dunn (WEBB ELLIS) dropped his foot from the sulky footrest when making corrections to 
the horse's removable gear. 
DONNY JONES was held up on the final bend. 
Stewards after speaking with driver D White (DONNY JONES) regarding his use of the whip in the final stages issued a charge 
under Rule 869(2)(a). The details of which were that Mr White used his whip to excess and in a continuous manner over the 
final 200 metres. Mr White admitted the breach and was issued with a $200 fine by the JCA. 
 

Race 5 VIC & IRENE SMITH MEMORIAL HANDICAP TROT 

The start was delayed when the front barrier strand malfunctioned. 
ZACHARY BINX reared as the start was made. 
LAVROS SEGIL and JEAN SEBASTIEN broke at the start and settled at the back of the field. 
LAVROS SEGIL broke again on the bend near the 1500 metres. 
MEL GIBSON hung inwards and then broke leaving the final bend. This caused some crowding to ZACHARY BINX who was 
positioned to it's inside and also to PAINT THE MOON who was taken inwards to make contact with several track markers. 
PAINT THE MOON broke near the 300 metres and lost ground which checked the trailing ODE TO SUCCESS who broke and 
lost its chance. 
S Ottley (PRICE OF FAME) reported she sustained a punctured sulky wheel. 
 

Race 6 MORE FM MARLBOROUGH MOBILE PACE 

STOPANDSTARE raced wide in the early and middle stages. 
Passing the 850 metres PESCADO broke. 
STOPANDSTARE and LITTLE RASCAL locked wheels at the 1100 metres. This contact caused the sulky wheel of 
STOPANDSTARE to buckle with driver N Purdon easing the horse out of the race near the 600 metres. Stewards spoke with 
drivers J Dunn and N Purdon regarding this where it was established STOPANDSTARE had hung inwards when progressing 
forwards. Whilst accepting that this runner had shifted inwards Stewards advised Mr Purdon that in future he should allow 
himself more room to avoid similar situations occurring. 
Racing towards the 400 metres WHOOSH FACTOR which was hanging outwards broke which severely hampered the progress 



of LITTLE RASCAL and TRAVELLING MAN. Stewards questioned drivers J Dunn (LITTLE RASCAL) and M Jones (WHOOSH 
FACTOR) regarding this. After considering their explanations the matter was adjourned. 
A Butt (HUMBUG CREEK) dropped his reins briefly over the final stages. 
On return to the stabling area PATRICK BEE was examined by the on-course veterinarian after driver D Broadhurst expressed 
concern with the gelding's action. On examination the horse was found to have fractured an off hind lower limb. This horse 
was treated and will have further x-rays in the coming days. Mr Broadhurst was advised that a clearance was required prior 
to the horse returning to racing. 
Driver D Broadhurst (PATRICK BEE) was shown a replay of the final straight and advised to change his whip action. 
 

Race 7 CALVGLASS IMPORTS LIMITED FFA TROT (STANDING START) 

MASTER LAVROS broke at the start and lost considerable ground. 
MASTER LAVROS was held up rounding the final bend. 
UNCAS broke near the 75 metres, regaining its gait just short of the winning post. 
MASTER LAVROS broke passing the 65 metres but failed to return to a trot prior to passing the finishing line. 
A protest was lodged under Rule 870(3) and the Breaking Horse Regulations against 4th placing being awarded to MASTER 
LAVROS, alleging the gelding broke in excess of 50 metres in the final 200 metres. Trainer/driver M Jones did not contest the 
protest against his runner with it being disqualified by the JCA. 
A second protest was held into the promoted 4th placing of UNCAS alleging the gelding broke in excess of 50 metres in the 
final 200 metres. The connections did not contest the protest against their runner with the JCA disqualifying UNCAS. 
 

Race 8 ALABAR KAIKOURA CUP (STANDING START) 

FIFTH EDITION was reluctant to come up to its rightful position and when the barrier was released refused to move off with 
the field. When questioned regarding the manners of this horse, driver D Dunn advised they would be removing the gelding's 
overcheck. 
HELENA JET broke shortly after the start. 
Near the 1500 metres JASON RULZ briefly had to be steadied when awkwardly positioned close to the sulky wheel of FOUR 
STARZZZ FLASH which was shifting down the track. 
NORVIC NIGHTOWL broke racing towards the 500 metres. As a result of this an offside hopple loop broke. 
FLY LIKE AN EAGLE broke on the final bend when placed in restricted room to the inside of PASS THEM BY. Stewards will 
speak with driver A Butt regarding this incident in the coming days. 
 

Race 9 PGG WRIGHTSON SALES SERIES AGED HANDICAP PACE 

A false start was declared when the 10 metre barrier strand failed to release. This resulted in driver R May (EXPLOSIVE ART) 
being dislodged from the sulky. R May was examined by on course medical staff and cleared of any injury. EXPLOSIVE ART 
underwent a veterinary inspection and was cleared to start. 
At the restart PANTHEON broke losing its chance. 
DARCEE broke at the start and as a result settled towards the back of the field. 
DARCEE raced roughly nearing the 500 metres and again on the final bend. 
THAT GUY FINN hung outwards on the final bend. 
T Chmiel, the driver of THAT GUY FINN, advised Stewards he carried a flat tyre for the final 600 metres. 
After reviewing the films of the 600 metres Stewards considered that T Williams (METICULOUS) had driven carelessly at this 
point by allowing his gelding to strike the wheel of THAT GUY FINN. Mr Williams admitted to a subsequent charge laid under 
Rule 869(3)(b) and was fined the sum of $275. 
When questioned with regards to the performance of DARCEE, Trainer/driver T Herlihy explained that the horse had become 
badly placed in the field after it's slow beginning and then been held up when attempting to improve it's position inside the 
final 700 metres. 
 

Race 10 HALL & CO FUNERAL SERVICES FAREWELL MOBILE PACE 

REKLAW SUPREME was forced to improve wide on the final bend. 
FORTUNATELY broke leaving the final turn. Driver A Tomlinson advised she would be removing the hopples for the mare's 
upcoming starts. 
 

 


